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INTRODUCTION
For H an infinite dimensional co-Frobenius Hopf algebra over a field k,
we study conditions for a right H-comodule algebra A to be an H-Galois
extension of AcoH, its ring of coinvariants. To this end, we construct a
Morita context connecting AcoH and the smash product AaH*r at, where
H*r at is the unique maximal rational submodule of H*. Recall that H is
co-Frobenius iff H*r at is nonzero; this is equivalent to the existence of a
nonzero left or right integral in H*.
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w xThe results in this note parallel and generalize those of 9, 10, 25, 6 . In
w x10 , for H a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field and A a left
H-module algebra, Cohen, Fischman, and Montgomery constructed a
H w xMorita context linking the smash product AaH to A ; in 9 , this was
generalized to H Frobenius over a commutative ring. There, as in this
U  .paper, the Frobenius isomorphism from H to H , given by u h s h © t,H H
w xt a left integral in H*, plays a key role. In 6 , Cai and Chen remove the
restriction that H be finitely generated, and construct a Morita context
linking AaH*r at and AcoH, with k a field and H unimodular, i.e., H*
contains a left integral which is also a right integral.
We construct Morita contexts linking AcoH and AaH*r at in three
different ways and then show that the contexts obtained are isomorphic,
i.e., the connecting bimodules are isomorphic and these isomorphisms are
compatible with the Morita context maps. First we generalize the construc-
w xtion in 10 . In this context, the connecting bimodules are both A; the right
AaH*r at module structure on A is defined using a distinguished grouplike
w xin H. Secondly, we restrict the general construction of Doi 13 . Finally we
w xuse the classical approach found, for example, in 4 , and then we show all
three approaches yield the same result.
In the final section we show that surjectivity of the Morita context map
to AaH*r at is equivalent to A being an H-Galois extension of its ring of
coinvariants. In fact, we give a list of equivalent conditions for A to be
Galois. For example, for H co-Frobenius, if the Galois map from A m c o H AA
to A m H is surjective, then it is a bijection, as in the case of H finite.
Also we show that A is Galois if and only the Weak Structure Theorem
holds, i.e., for all M g M H, m g M, a g A, the map from A m M coH ª MA
given by a m m ¬ a ? m is an isomorphism. Combining this last condition
w xwith a result of Menini and Zuccoli 16 , we show that if H is co-Frobenius
and A is a right H-Galois extension of AcoH, then A is a flat left
AcoH-module.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, H will be a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra over the
field k, A will denote a right H-comodule algebra with 1, with comodule
structure map
r : A ª A m H , r a s a m a , .  0 1
coH coH and we will write A for the coinvariant subalgebra of A, A s a g
4A : a m a s a m 1 . The left H*-module action on a right H-comodule0 1
 :M will be denoted by h* © m where h* © m s m h*, m ; similarly0 1
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m £ h* denotes the usual right H*-module action for m g M gHM. All
maps are assumed k-linear, m means m , etc. We use Sweedler's notationk
throughout.
H  .We denote by M the category of right H, A -Hopf modules. AnA
object in M H is a right A-module right H-comodule M, such thatA
m ? a m m ? a s m ? a m m a .  . 0 1 0 0 1 1
for any m g M and a g A. Similarly, M H denotes the category consist-A
ing of left A-modules and right H-comodules M such that
a ? m m a ? m s a ? m m a m .  . 0 1 0 0 1 1
for any m g M and a g A. For M a right H-comodule, M coH denotes the
coH  4coinvariants of M, i.e., M s m g M N m m m s m m 1 . Maps in0 1
M H and M H are A-module H-comodule maps.A A
Co-Frobenius Hopf Algebras
A k-Hopf algebra H is called co-Frobenius if H has nonzero space of
 .  .left right integrals H H . Throughout, we use t g H* to denote a nonzerol r
 :left integral for H. Then, for all h* g H*, h*t s h*, 1 t. For M a right
 4 coH H-comodule, t © M s m - t, m ) : m g M : M since h* © t0 1
.  :© m s h*, 1 t © m.
Equivalently, H is co-Frobenius if H*r at is nonzero. This follows easily
r at w x r atfrom the fact that H* ( H m H 23, Theorem 5.1.3 . Recall that H* isl
 .  .the unique maximal left right rational submodule of the left right
H*-module H*. Since H*r at is an ideal of H* equal to the sum of all
 . w x r atfinite dimensional left right ideals of H* 23, 5.1.5 , H* is an H* y
H*-bimodule.
w x r atBy 23, 5.1.3 , H* contains all left and all right integrals. In the
following remark, we summarize some useful facts about H and the left
integral t.
Remark 1.1. For H a co-Frobenius k-Hopf algebra with left integral t:
 .i The space of left integrals, H , has k-dimension 1, and so H s kt.l l
 .  .ii For all h* g H*, th* is also a left integral and so th* s l h* t
 .  .  .for some map l from H* to k. Since th*f * s l h*f * t s l h* l f * t, and
 .t s l « t, l is an algebra map.
 .iii Let © and £ denote the usual left and right actions,
 . .  .  . .respectively, of H on H*, i.e., h © h* g s h* gh and h* £ h g s
 . r ath* hg . The subalgebra H* of H* is an H y H-bimodule algebra under
these actions. Also H*r at is a dense subspace of H* in the finite topology.
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 .iv The antipode S of H is bijective with composition inverse S
w x21, Proposition 2 .
 .  .  .   .v S* t and S* t are right integrals. Just note that S* t h* s
  . . .  .  .S* S* h* t for all h* g H*. Also S* H s H s S* H .l r l
 . w x  .vi By 23, Theorem 5.1.2 , and iv above, and a similar argument
for a right integral T , the maps from H to H*r at
h ¬ h © t , and h ¬ T £ h , .  .
are bijections. Now, replace H by the Hopf algebra H co p. Then t becomes
a right integral and T a left integral, so that the maps
h ¬ t £ h , and h ¬ h © T .  .
are also bijections from H to H*r at.
 .vii For any h g H, h*, f * g H*, it is straightforward to check the
following formulas:
 .  .  .  .  .  .a S* h © h* s S* h* £ S h , and S* h © h* s S* h* £
 .S h ,
 .  .  .  :b h © t t s t £ h t s t, h t,
 .  .   .. .c h* f * £ h s  h* £ S h f * £ h .1 2
w xFurther details about Hopf algebras may be found in 1, 17, 23 . Good
r at w xreferences for background on H* are the papers 3, 7, 6, 21 .
w xTo show that our setting is an effective generalization of the one in 6 ,
we begin by giving an example of an infinite dimensional non-unimodular
co-Frobenius Hopf algebra.
There exist finite dimensional Hopf algebras which are not unimodular
 w x.see, e.g., 17, 2.1.2 . Also, there exist infinite dimensional Hopf algebras
with nonzero integral for instance, infinite dimensional cosemisimple
.Hopf algebras such as group algebras . The idea is to put together two
such algebras.
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let G be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra which is not
unimodular, and let T g G* be a nonzero left integral. Since G is not
 .unimodular, T 1 s 0. We also consider an infinite dimensional
cosemisimple Hopf algebra Q with a nonzero left and right integral
 .P g Q* with P 1 s 1. Let H be the tensor product of Hopf algebras,
H s G m Q; we show that this satisfies the required conditions. Regard
 .G* m Q* as a subspace of G m Q * via the natural embedding. Then
T m P is a left integral for H. Indeed, let f g H*, and g m q g G m Q.
 . w xSince G* m Q* is dense in G m Q * 23, Appendix 1 , there exists an
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element  u m ¨ g G* m Q* such that  u m ¨ agrees with f on thei i i i
elements g m q and 1 m 1. Thus1 1
f T m P g m q s f g m q T g P q .  .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2
s u g ¨ q T g P q .  .  .  . i 1 i 1 2 2
s u T g ¨ P q .  .  .  . i i
s u 1 ¨ 1 T m P g m q .  .  .  . i i
s f 1 m 1 T m P g m q , .  .  .
and T m P is a left integral for H. It is nonzero since both T and P are
nonzero. Similarly, if T 9 is a right integral for G, T 9 is not a scalar
multiple of T , T 9 m P is a right integral for H, but T 9 m P is not a scalar
multiple of T m P.
Smash Products
In this paper, we will need different smash products involving the right
 .H-comodule algebra A. The smash product a H, A is the k-vector space
 .Hom H, A with multiplication given by
f ? g h s f g h h g h , f , g g a H , A , h g H . 1 .  .  .  .  .  . . 2 1 21 0
 .With this multiplication, a H, A is an associative ring with multiplica-
w xtive identity « , the counit of H 12, Sect. 4 . Note that A is isomorphic toH
 .  .a subalgebra of a H, A by identifying a g A with the map h ¬ « h a.
 .  .Also H* s Hom H, k is a subalgebra of a H, A since the multiplication
 .in 1 becomes the usual convolution product for maps from H to k.
 .Recall that the right smash product of A with U, where U is any right
H-module subalgebra of H*, possibly without a 1, is written AaU, and is
the tensor product A m U over k but with multiplication given by
aah* bag* s ab a h* £ b g*. .  .  . 0 1
 .The smash product AaH* is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a H, A
 :where aah* is identified with the map taking h to a h*, h .
r at   ..Since H* is a right H-module subalgebra of H* Remark 1.1 iii ,
r at AaH* makes sense and is an ideal a proper ideal if H is infinite
. r atdimensional of AaH*. In fact, AaH* is the largest rational submod-
ule of AaH* where AaH* has the usual left H*-action given by
multiplication by 1aH*. To see this, note that AaH* is isomorphic as a
left H*-module to H* m A, where the left H*-action on H* m A is given
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by multiplication by H* m 1. The isomorphism is given by the H*-module
map
f : H* m A ª AaH*, f h* m a s a a h* £ a , 2 .  .  . 0 1
 .   ..with inverse c defined by c aah* s  h* £ S a m a .1 0
 . r at r at  . r at  r at .Since H * m A s H * m A, AaH * s f H * m A s
AaH*r at. Thus we have
r atr atAaH* s AaH* : AaH* : a H , A . .  .
If H is finite-dimensional, these smash products are all equal. However, in
r at  . r atgeneral, AaH* is properly contained in a H, A .
To see this, let H be any infinite dimensional Hopf algebra with
 .bijective antipode, let A s H, and consider the map S g a H, H . For
 .  .any h* g H* ; Hom H, H , x g H, by the multiplication in a H, H
 .defined by 1
h* ? S x s h* S x x S x s h* 1 S x .  .  .  .  .  . . 2 1 22 1
r at .so S g a H, H . But no bijection c from H to H lies in HaH*.
If c s  h ahU g HaH*, choose x g H, x not in the finite dimen-i i
 y1 ..sional subspace of H spanned by the h . However, x s c c x si
 U y1 .: h h , c x , a contradiction.i i
w x H u r atFrom 7, Corollary 3.6 , M is isomorphic to the category M ofA AaH *
right unital modules over the ring AaH*r at, and M H is isomorphic toA
the category r at M u of left unital modules over AaH*r at. Note that anyAaH *
object of these categories has an induced structure of a left rational
H*-module. In this paper, a left or right AaH*r at-module will always
mean a unital module.
The Distinguished Grouplike Element
The following proposition will be a key ingredient in the first construc-
tion of the Morita context in Section 2, but is also interesting in its own
right. Note that the grouplike element g is the analogue of the grouplike
w xelement l of H* of 9, p. 421 . H is unimodular if and only if g s 1.
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let t be a nonzero left integral of H. Then there is a
grouplike element g in H such that
 .  :i th* s h*, g t for all h* g H*,
 .  .  .ii S* t s g © t, and S* t s t £ g.
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 :Proof. Since t / 0, there is an element x g H such that t, x s 1. Let
g s x £ t. We show that g has the desired properties. Let l be the
 .  .algebra map from H* to k defined by th* s l h* t as in Remark 1.1 ii .
Then, for h* g H*,
 :  :  :  :  :l h* s l h* t , x s l h* t , x s th*, x s h*, x £ t s h*, g , .  .  .
 .so that g satisfies i . Since l is an algebra homomorphism, g is grouplike.
 .To prove ii , we note that for any h g H,
 :  :g © t , h s t £ h , g
 : :s t £ h , g t , x
 :s t t £ h , x by i .  .
 :s t £ S h t , h x by Remark 1.1 vii .  . . 1 2
 : :s t , S h t , h x . 1 2
 :s h x © t t , S h .  . 2 1
 : :s t , x t , S h .
 :s S* t , h . .
 .The last statement follows immediately from Remark 1.1 vii .
w xIf H is finite dimensional, then we obtain Radford's formula 20 .
Suppose H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over the field k, and
 .0 / t9 g H is a left integral, i.e., ht9 s « h t9 for all h g H. Then for all
 .h g H, t9h is also a left integral and t9h s l9 h t9, l9 a grouplike element
in H*.
 .COROLLARY 1.4. For H, l9, t9 as abo¨e, l9 © t9 s S t9 .
Proof. Let G be the Hopf algebra H*. Identify G* with H and
consider t9 as an element of G*; l9 is itself a grouplike element of G and
corresponds to the element g of Proposition 1.3. The statement follows
immediately.
2. THE MORITA CONTEXT
In this section, we construct a Morita context connecting AaH*r at and
AcoH for A our right H-comodule algebra. In fact, we give three different
constructions from different points of view, and then prove that the
contexts are isomorphic. In Section 3, we will use the Morita context to
study the situation when ArAcoH is Galois.
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Constructing the Morita Context
The Morita Context with Connecting Bimodules A
H H  . r atSince A g M and A g M , A is a unital left and right AaH* -A A
module. For a, b g A, h* g H*r at, the left and right module structures are
given by
 :aah* ? b s ab h*, b , .  0 1
and
 :b ? aah* s S* h* © ba s b a h*, S b a . .  .  .  . 0 0 1 1
w x r at coH coHBy 6, pp. 260]262 , A is an AaH* y A -bimodule and an A y
AaH*r at-bimodule with the module structures above and the usual AcoH-
module structure on A.
 .In fact, if x is any grouplike element of H, we could also define unital
left and right AaH*r at-module structures on A by
 :aah* ? b s aa x © h* ? b s ab h*, b x .  . . x 0 1
and
b ? aah* s b ? aa x © h* s S* x © h* © ba .  .  .  . .  .x
 :s b a h*, S b a x . . 0 0 1 1
LEMMA 2.1. For any grouplike x of H, with the AaH*r at-module struc-
tures on A defined abo¨e, A is an AcoH y AaH*r at bimodule and an
AaH*r at y AcoH bimodule.
Proof. Since x defines an automorphism of AaH*r at, aah* ¬
 . w xaa x © h* , the proof follows from 6 .
 w x. r atCOROLLARY 2.2 cf. 10, p. 352 . Using any of the AaH* -structures
abo¨e, we can define ring homomorphisms
p : AaH*r at ª End A c o H , p aal b s aal ? b , .  .  .  .x A x x
and
o pX Xr at
c o Hp : AaH* ª End A , p aal b s b ? aal . .  .  .  .x A x x
Our first Morita construction parallels that for the finite dimensional
w x r at c o Hcase in 10 . Let P s A with the standard bimodule structureAaH * A
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given at the beginning of this section, i.e., the grouplike is 1. Let Q s
c o H A r at where now the right AaH*r at-module structure on A isA AaH *
defined using the grouplike g from Proposition 1.3, so that A has right
AaH*r at-module structure given by
 :a ? bal s S* g © l © ab s a b l , S a b g .  .  .  .g 0 0 1 1
s a b l l £ S a b . . . 0 0 1 1
Define bimodule maps F and G by
F : P m Q s A m c o H A ª AaH*r at , F a m b s ab a t £ b , .  .A 0 1
and
G : Q m P s A m r at A ª AcoH , G a m b s t © ab .  .AaH *
 :s a b t , a b . 0 0 1 1
Note that since t © A : AcoH, the image of G lies in AcoH. Then, with the
notation above, we have
PROPOSITION 2.3. For H with nonzero left integral t, A, P, Q, F, G as
abo¨e, the sextuple
AaH*r at , AcoH , P , Q, F , G .
is a Morita context.
Proof. The proof consists of a series of verifications similar to those in
w x  .  .6 . As a sample calculation, we show that a ? F b m c s G a m b c. Forg
a, b, c g A,
 :a ? F b m c s a ? bc a t £ c s a b c t £ c , S a b c g .  .  . . g g 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1
 :s a b c t , S a b g . 0 0 1 1
 :s a b S* g © t , a b c . 0 0 1 1
 :s a b t , a b c by Proposition 1.3 ii . 0 0 1 1
s G a m b c. .
Remark 2.4. We could also construct a context with bimodules both A,
r at  .and with the usual right AaH* -module structure on A, a ? bah* s
r at .  .  . y1S* h* © ab , but left AaH* -structure on A given by aah* ? b sg
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 y1: ab h*, b g , for g the grouplike in Proposition 1.3. The bimodule0 1
maps are given by
w : A m c o H A ª AaH*r at , w a m b s ab a S* t £ b , .  . .A 0 1
g : A m r at A ª AcoH , g a m b s t © ab . .  .AaH *
A Morita Context Deri¨ ed from that of Doi
w x  .In 13 , Doi constructed a general Morita context for the rings a H, A
and AcoH. We will use this context in order to give the second construction
of our Morita context. We first recall Doi's construction.
 . coH c o HThe a H, A y A bimodule is A , where A is a rightaH , A. A
coH  .A -module as usual and the left a H, A -module structure on A is
given by
f © b s f b b . . 1 0
Ä H * .The second connecting bimodule is Q : a H, A defined by
Ä <Q s f g a H , A f h m f h h s f h m 1 for all h g H . .  .  .  . 4 2 2 10 1
coH Ä Äw xIf a g A and f g Q, then it is shown in 13, 1.2 that Q is a right ideal
 .  coH  ..  .in a H, A and is an A , a H, A -bimodule. The a H, A -bimodule
map F and the AcoH-bimodule map G are defined as
H *
c o HF : A m a H , A ª a H , A , F a m f s af , .  .  .A
Ä coHG : Q m A ª A , G f m b s f © b. .aH , A.
w xBy 13, 1.4 ,
coH Äc o H c o Ha H , A , A , A , Q , F , G . /aH , A. A A aH , A.
forms a Morita context.
r at  .Now we restrict to the subring AaH* of a H, A . Let
H *r at r atÄQ9 s Q l AaH* s AaH* . .  .
Then Q9 is a right ideal in AaH*r at, and we still have that af g Q9 for all
coH  coH r at.a g A and f g Q9. Consequently, Q9 is an A , AaH* -bimodule.
We denote by P9 s r at A c o H the bimodule obtained from A c o HAaH * A aH , A. A
by restricting scalars to the left, and by F9 and G9 the restrictions of F
and G above,
F9: P9 m c o H Q9 ª AaH*r at , F9 a m bah* s abah*, . .A
coH  :r atG9: Q9 m P9 ª A , G9 aah* m b s h*, b ab . . . AaH * 1 0
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Then it follows immediately that:
PROPOSITION 2.5. The sextuple
AaH*r at , AcoH , P9, Q9, F9, G9 .
forms a Morita context.
Remark 2.6. Similarly, we could construct a Morita context connecting
AaH*r at and AcoH with connecting bimodules A s c o H A r at andA AaH *
B9 s r at BX c o H sH * AaH*r at .AaH * A
r at  :s x g AaH* : x 1ag* s x g*, 1 . 4 .
r at  .  .The right AaH* -module structure on A is the usual: a bah* s S* h*
 . r at© ab . B9 is clearly a left ideal in AaH* and the bimodule check is
straightforward. The bimodule maps w9 and g 9 are given by
w9: B9 m A ª AaH*r at , w9 aah* m b s ab a h* £ b , .  . . 0 1
coHg 9: A m B9 ª A , g 9 a m bah* s S* h* © ab . .  .  . .
The Classical Approach
Finally, the third construction of a Morita context with first ring AaH*r at
is the standard construction of a Morita context starting with the
left module A with the usual module structure. A referenceAaH *r at
w xfor this classical approach is 4, pp. 67]68 , although there all rings have 1
and the construction begins with a right module. The second
 .o pr atring is End A . The first connecting bimodule is P0 sAaH *
r at A o p , with the right module structure given byAaH * End A.r atAaH *
o p
r ataf [ f a , a g A , f g End A . .  .AaH *
 r at.r atThe second connecting bimodule is Q0 s Hom A, AaH* , withAaH *
right AaH*r at-module structure given by
q aah* b s q b aah* , .  .  .  . .
 .o pr atand left End A -module structure defined byAaH *
fq p s q f p , .  .  . .
 .o pr atwhere q g Q0 , a, b g A, f g End A . Then Q0 is anAaH *
 .o p r at  .o pr at r atEnd A y AaH* -bimodule. The End A -bimoduleAaH * AaH *
map G0 is defined by
o p
r at r atG0 : Q0 m P0 ª End A , G0 q m a b s q b ? a, .  .  .  .AaH * AaH *
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while F0 is just evaluation
F0 : P0 m o p Q0 ª AaH*r at , F0 a m q s q a . .  .End A.r atAaH *
PROPOSITION 2.7. With the abo¨e notation
o pr at
r atAaH* , End A , P0 , Q0 , F0 , G0 . .AaH *
forms a Morita context.
Remark 2.8. Similarly, a context can be built starting with the ring
r at r at  .  .  .AaH* and right AaH* -module A, a ? bah* s S* h* © ab .
 .r atThe second ring is End A . The connecting bimodules are A sAaH *
 .  .r atA with left End A -module structure given by f ? a s f a andEnd A. AaH *
 r at. r atr atB0 s Hom A, AaH* with left AaH* -module structureyAaH *
 . . .  .  .  .given by aah* ? f b s aah* ? f b and right End A -module struc-
ture defined by composition of maps. The connecting maps are
w0 : B0 m A ª AaH*r at , w0 f m a s f a , .  .
g 0 : A m B0 ª End A r at , g 0 a m f b s a ? f b . .  .  .  .AaH *
The Three Contexts Coincide
w xThe next lemma is analogous to 10, 0.3 :
LEMMA 2.9. Let A be a right H-comodule algebra and consider A as a left
or right AaH*r at-module ¨ia a grouplike element x g H as in Lemma 2.1.
Then:
 . coH  .o pr ati A ( End A .AaH *
 . coH  .r atii A ( End A .AaH *
Proof. We prove only the first assertion. Let e* g H*r at agree with «H
 :on 1, i.e., e*, 1 s 1. Now the isomorphisms are standard. Let
 . o p c o H  .  . c o Hr a tf : End A ª A , f w s w 1 , and map A toAa H *
 .o p  .  . r atr atEnd A by z ¬ w , w a s aae* ? z. Since for h* g H* ,AaH * z z x
1ah* ? w 1 s 1a S x © h* ? w 1 .  .  .  . . .1 x
 :s w 1aS x © h* ? 1 s h*, 1 w 1 , .  . . .x
 . coH  .r atw 1 g A and since for c g End A ,AaH *
c w 1 s c w 1 a S x © e* ? 1 .  .  . .  . . x
s w 1 ae* ? c 1 s w 1 c 1 , .  .  .  . . 1
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the map f is a ring homomorphism to AcoH. The rest of the verification
follows along the same lines.
THEOREM 2.10. The Morita contexts from Propositions 2.3, 2.5, and 2.7
are isomorphic.
 .o p coHr atProof. By Lemma 2.9, the rings End A and A are isomor-AaH *
 .  .phic via the map f, f w s w 1 . A similar argument shows that Q0 s
 r at.  r at.H *r atHom A, AaH* and Q9 s AaH* are isomorphic as bi-AaH *
 .  .modules via the map f9 from Q0 to Q9, f9 w s w 1 . It is straightfor-
ward to check that these isomorphisms are compatible with the Morita
 .context maps, i.e., id ? F0 s F9 ? 1 m f9 , and f ? G0 s G9 ? f9 m 1. Thus
the contexts in Propositions 2.5 and 2.7 are isomorphic.
To show that the Morita contexts of Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 are
isomorphic, we first show that Q and Q9 are isomorphic as AcoH y
r at  . r atAaH* bimodules. Recall from Eq. 2 of Section 1 that H* m A (
r at  .AaH* as left H* modules by f h* m a s  a ah* £ a . Thus0 1
H * H *r at r atAaH* s f H* m A s f t m A . .  .  . /
Ä r at H * Ä .  .Now define a map f from A to AaH* by f a s  a at £ a .0 1
ÄBy the discussion above, f is onto and it is clearly one-one and a left
AcoH-module map. To check right AaH*r at-linearity, let a, b g A, h* g
H*r at, and then we compute
Äf a bah* s a b a t £ a b h* .  .  . 0 0 1 1
s a b a t h* £ S a b £ a b . . . 0 0 2 2 1 1
s a b al h* £ S a b t £ a b . . 0 0 2 2 1 1
 :s a b a h*, S a b g t £ a b by Proposition 1.3 . 0 0 2 2 1 1
Äs f a ? bah* . . .g
Thus the bimodules Q and Q9 are isomorphic. Compatibility of this
isomorphism with F, G, F9, G9 is straightforward.
Remark 2.11. Note that the three Morita contexts from Remarks 2.4,
H * r at.2.6, and 2.8 are also isomorphic. The map from A to AaH* is
 .a ¬ aaS* t .
w xThere is a similar connection between the Morita context in 25, 1.5 ,
connecting AaH to AcoH when H is finitely generated and projective
w xover a commutative ring and the one in 9 when H is also Frobenius.
Since the integrals of a Frobenius Hopf algebra are free of rank one see
w x. w x w x18, Theorem 3 , the context in 9 may be obtained from the one in 25 .
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Remark 2.12. We can adjoin a 1 to AaH*r at in the standard way. Let
 r at.1 r atAaH* s AaH* = A with componentwise addition and multiplica-
tion given by
aah*, c bag*, d s aah* bag* .  .  .  .
q ad a h* £ d q cbag*, cd . . . /0 1
 r at.1  .Then AaH* is an associative ring with multiplicative identity 0, 1
r at  r at.1  .  .and with AaH* isomorphic to an ideal in AaH* via i x s x, 0 .
Using the bimodules M s N s AaH*r at and multiplication m in
 r at.1AaH* ,
1r at r atAaH* , AaH* , M , N , m , m . /
is a Morita context. Now by glueing this context to any of those connecting
coH r at w x coHA to AaH* as in 11, 3.11 , we obtain a context connecting A to
 r at.1AaH* . For example, if H s kG, such a context connects Quinn's
w xsmash product 19 with the identity graded component of the graded ring.
However, one of the connecting maps in the context is never surjective
 r at. r at.  r at.since AaH* AaH* is never AaH* .
3. SURJECTIVITY OF THE MORITA MAPS
Galois Extensions
Recall that the right H-comodule algebra A is called a right H-Galois
extension of its coinvariants AcoH if the map
can : A m c o H A ª A m H , can a m b s ab m b , . A 0 1
is bijective. Since the antipode of H is bijective, can is bijective if and only
if can9,
can9 : A m c o H A ª A m H , can9 a m b s a b m a , . A 0 1
w xis also 17, p. 124 .
 . r atRecall from Remark 1.1 vi , that the maps r, l, r 9, l9, from H to H*
r h s t £ h , l h s h © t , r 9 h s S* t £ h , .  .  .  .
l9 h s h © S* t , .  .
are bijective.
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 .  .Then, since F s 1 m r ? can, and w s 1 m r 9 ? can, it is immediate
from Theorem 2.10 and R em ark 2.11 that if any of
 .can, can9, F, F9, F0, w, w9, w0, is surjective bijective , then the other maps
are also.
For any M g M H, consider the left AaH*r at-module mapA
f : A m c o H M coH ª M , f a m m s a ? m , .M A M
where the AaH*r at-module structure of A m c o H M coH is induced by theA
usual left AaH*r at action on A. Thus f is also a morphism in theM
category M H. If f is an isomorphism for all M g M H, we say theA M A
H w x HWeak Structure Theorem holds for M 14 . Similarly, if for any M g M ,A A
the map
fX : M coH m c o H A ª M , fX m m a s m ? a .M A M
is an isomorphism, the Weak Structure Theorem holds for M H.A
w xWe prove now an infinite dimensional analogue to 10, 1.2 and 1.29 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra with nonzero left integral t, A a
right H-comodule algebra. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 . coHi ArA is a right H-Galois extension.
 . c o Hii The map can: A m A ª A m H is surjecti¨ e.A
 .iii The Morita maps F, F9, and F0 are surjecti¨ e.
 . Hiv The Weak Structure Theorem holds for M .A
 . H ur atv A is a generator for the category M ( M .A AaH *
 .  .  .  .Proof. Clearly i « ii , and ii m iii by the preceding discussion.
Now, let M g M H, m g M. We show first that f is one to one.A M
 .  .Suppose m s f  a m m s f  b m n for a , b g A, m , n gM i i M j j i j i j
M coH. Let e* be an element of H*r at that agrees with « on the finite set
of elements a , b , m in H where a ¬  a m a , etc. Theni i 1 i i i1 1 0 1
m s e* © m s e* © a ? m s e* © b ? n . .  . i i j j
 .  .c o HSuppose F  c m d s  c d a t £ d s 1ae*. Thenk A k k k k0 1
 :c o Ha m m s e*, a a m m i A i i i i1 0
 :s c d t £ d , a a m m k k k i i i0 1 1 0
s c t © d a m m . k k i i
s c m t © d a ? m since t © A : AcoH . k k i i
s c m t © d ? a ? m since m g M coH . k k i i i
s c m t © d ? m . . k k
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 .Similarly  b m n s  c m t © d ? m , and so f is injective. To showj j k k M
that f is surjective, note that for m and e* as aboveM
m s e* © m s f c m t © d ? m . . .M k k
 .  .  . r atThus iii implies iv , and iv implies that f s F9 of PropositionAaH *
2.5 is bijective, so that can is bijective.
 .  . H coH coHiv « v . Let M g M . Since A is a generator in A -mod, forA
some index set I, there is a surjection from [ AcoH to M coH. Thus thereI
 coH . coHc o H c o His a surjection from [ A ( A m [ A to A m M ( M.I A I A
 .  . w x w xv « iii . By the standard argument, 4 or 15 , A a generator in
r at M u implies that F0 is surjective. For, given x g AaH*, thereAaH *
 .  r at.r atis an index set I, f , f g Hom A, AaH* , a g A, withi ig I i AaH * i
 . f a s x.i i
Next, consider the functors,
F s Hom r at A , y : M H ª c o H M , .AaH * A A
G s A m c o H y : c o H M ª M H ( r at M u .A A A AaH *
Let X g M H and consider the canonical morphismA
c : A m c o H Hom r at A , X ª X , c a m f s f a . .  .  .A AaH *
But making identifications as in Theorem 2.10, we see that c is bijective if
and only if the Weak Structure Theorem holds for M H. Thus we have theA
following:
COROLLARY 3.2. If ArAcoH is Galois then for G, F the functors abo¨e,
GF ( Id.
A similar argument using the surjectivity of can9 to establish the Weak
Structure theorem and the fact that A a generator in M H implies w0 ofA
Remark 2.11 is surjective, yields the following:
THEOREM 3.3. For H, A as abo¨e, the following are equi¨ alent:
 . coHi ArA is right H-Galois.
 .ii The map can9 is surjecti¨ e.
 .iii The Morita maps w, w9, w0 are surjecti¨ e.
 . Hiv The Weak Structure Theorem holds for M .A
 . H u r atv A is a generator for the category M ( M .A AaH *
COROLLARY 3.4. If the equi¨ alent conditions of Theorem 3.1 or 3.3 hold,
r at  .  .o pc o H c o Hthen AaH* is a subring of End A and End A by the maps pA A 1
and p X in Corollary 2.2.g
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Proof. We prove only that the first map
p : AaH*r at ª End A c o H , p z a s z ? a, .  .  .1 A 1
is injective. Let z g AaH*r at be such that z ? a s 0, ;a g A. Let g* g
r at  .H* be such that z 1ag* s z. Since F is surjective, there exist a , b g Ai i
 .  .  .such that 1ag* s F a m b . Then we have z s z 1ag* s F z ? ai i i
.m b s 0.i
w x coHIn 14, 2.11 , it was shown that if ArA is an H-Galois extension with
A flat as a left AcoH-module, then the Weak Structure Theorem holds. It
is an open question if A Galois implies that ArAcoH is flat for H infinite
 coHdimensional. It is known that ArA is projective for H finite dimen-
w x.sional 17, 8.3.3 . However, in our situation, Theorem 3.1 together with a
recent result of Menini and Zuccoli combine to yield:
COROLLARY 3.5. If H is co-Frobenius, then any H-Galois H-comodule
algebra A is a flat left AcoH-module.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, the extension ArAcoH satisfies the Weak
w xStructure Theorem, and by 16, Theorem 3.27 , it follows that A is flat
coHover A .
Surjecti¨ ity of the Map to AcoH
Now we discuss the surjectivity of the Morita map to AcoH extending the
w xresults of 9, Proposition 1.5 to the infinite dimensional case. Recall that a
total integral for the H-comodule algebra A is an H-comodule map from
H to A that maps 1 to 1.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Any of the Morita context maps to AcoH is onto if and
only if there exists a total integral F: H ª A.
 .Proof. ¥ Let F be a total integral, i.e., F is a morphism of right
 .H-comodules, and F 1 s 1. Then F is also a morphism of left H*-
 .  .modules, so F t © h s t © F h for any h g H.
Suppose h g H is such that t © h s 1. Then for G the map from
Proposition 2.3,
G 1 m F h s t © F h s F t © h s F 1 s 1, .  .  .  . .
which shows that G is onto. Since t © H : H coH s k.1 , to find anH
h g H with t © h s 1, it suffices to prove that t © H / 0. But if t ©
H s 0, then for any h, g g H we have that
 :  :h © t © g s t , g h g s t , g h g h S h .  . 2 1 2 3 1 2 1
s t © gh S h s 0 .  . . 2 1
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 . r at r atand so H © t © H s 0. But H © t s H* by Remark 1.1, so H* ©
H s 0. Finally, since H*r at is dense in H*, this implies that H* © H s 0
which is clearly a contradiction.
 .« Choose a g A such that t © a s 1, and define F: H ª A by
 :F h s S h © t © a s a t , a S h . .  .  . .  0 1
 .Then F 1 s 1 and F is a morphism of left H*-modules since for
h* g H*, h g H,
 :F h* © h s F h h*, h .  . 1 2
 : :s a t , a S h h*, h . 0 1 1 2
 :s a h © h* t , a S h .  . 0 2 1 1
 : :s a h*, a t , a S h . 0 1 2
s h* © F h . .
If any of the above context maps to AcoH is onto, then c o H M is aA
quotient category of M H. For suppose we have a Morita contextA
 .S, R, M , N , f , g withS R R S
f : M m N ª S, g : N m M ª R .R S
Suppose R is a ring with 1 and g is surjective. We do not assume that S
has a 1 but we do assume that for P g M u, the category of unital leftS
S-modules, for any finite set of elements p , . . . , p g P and s , . . . , s g S,1 n 1 l
there exists an e g S with ep s p for all j and es s s for all i. We alsoj j i i
assume that S g M u, i.e., S is an idempotent ring, and also that M g M u.S S
Note that with the above assumptions, S m P ( P for any P g M u, viaS S
 .f s m p s sp. Define c : P ª S m P by p ¬ e m p if ep s p. If e9p s pS
also, invoke the condition on finite sets of elements to find e0 such that
e0 e s e, e0 e9 s e9, e0 p s p, and then e m p s e0 m p s e9 m p. Thus c
is well defined and clearly inverse to f.
PROPOSITION 3.7. With the abo¨e notation and hypotheses, the category
M is equi¨ alent to a quotient category of M u, the category of unital leftR S
S-modules.
Proof. Consider the functors
F : M u ª M , F X s N m X , .S R S
G : M ª M u , G Y s S Hom N , Y , .  .R S R
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 .  .where S Hom N, Y is the largest unital left S-module in Hom N, Y .R
 .With small adjustments for the fact that G Y must be unital, F is left
w xadjoint to G, and by the same proof as in 11, Proposition 3.8 , F G ( Id.
 .For example, in the bijection from Hom N m X , Y toR S
  ..  . .  .Hom X, S Hom N, Y , w ¬ w9, w9 x n s w n m x , since X is uni-S R
 .   ..tal, x s ex, for some e g S and thus w9 x s e © w9 x .
We show now that F is an exact functor. Since g is surjective, there
 .exists  n m m g N m M with g n m m s 1. Define u gig I i i S i i i
 .  .  .   ..Hom N, S by u n s f m m n . Then for all n g N, n s  n u n ;S i i i i i
 .then u is an S-homomorphism split by g , g s s n s .i i i
Thus we obtain S I ( N [ K in M u, the category of unital right S-S
modules. Now if we take an exact sequence 0 ª X ª Y in M u, itS
remains exact if we tensor by S I since S m X ( X, and since N is a directS
summand of S I
0 ª N m X ª N m YS S
is exact and so F is exact. The result now follows from a well-known result
 w x.of Gabriel see for example, 15, 15.18 .
For A, H as above, if A has a total integral, then by 2.10 and 3.6, any of
the Morita contexts connecting AaH*r at and AcoH satisfies the above
conditions. Thus we obtain
COROLLARY 3.8. If A is an H-comodule algebra with a total integral, then
c o H M is equi¨ alent to a quotient category of M H.A A
From Corollary 3.2 and the proof of Proposition 3.7 we see that if A is
Galois with a total integral, then the categories M H and AcoH-mod areA
w xequivalent. This is of course not new and holds for more general H 22 .
w xWe end the paper by mentioning that Theorems 2.7 to 2.11 of 6 now
easily carry through in this more general situation. They were first proved
w x w xin 8 for unimodular finite dimensional Hopf algebras, extended in 10 to
w xarbitrary finite dimensional Hopf algebras, and then in 6 to unimodular
infinite dimensional Hopf algebras.
Note added in proof. A result of Allen and Trushin shows that H*r at has local units in the
w x w x r atsense of 2 . Recently Van Daele and Zhang 24 pointed out that AaH* is a ring with
local units.
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